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No Apologies 

 Please see our full indicator, central bank, auction and event calendars on pp. A3-A9. 
 

United States — Fed Unlikely To Overreact 

Just ahead of Q4 US GDP and in the wake of tremendous market volatility 
so far this year, will the Federal Reserve signal a material escalation of 
concern when it issues its latest policy statement on Wednesday? 
That’s unlikely in our view — even if rates markets are priced for such 
an outcome as fed funds futures have pushed out the point at which 
markets expect over 50% odds of a second hike to September or later. 

Indeed, if you’re hoping for a more dovish signal that the Fed thinks it made 
a mistake when it hiked on December 16th or even an outright apology, then 
you may wish to have a back-up plan. Markets handled that event very well, 
thanks to offsetting measures the Fed pursued such as cautious forecast 
guidance and greater reinvestment of MBS and Treasuries than markets 
anticipated. All was going fairly well until the new year when China risks 
accelerated and oil prices swung lower. There are numerous reasons for the 
Fed not to overreact, however, and for private market participants to reserve 
judgment on whether the hike was premature even if some — such as Larry 
Summers — are convinced otherwise: 

 It’s possible that further strength in the US dollar and international risks 
will bring back a reference to financial market risks, as the broad trade-
weighted dollar index has strengthened. Recall that the Fed did that when it turned more dovish last 
September by inserting the following line into its statement: “Recent global economic and financial 
developments may restrain economic activity somewhat and are likely to put further downward pressure on 
inflation in the near term”. I would think the Fed would wish to avoid that again since many feel it was an 
overreaction that then had to be reversed on the path to signaling an impending hike in the October 
statement and then delivering one in the December statement. Revisiting this issue would make the Fed 
look very volatile all over again. 

 To signal a sudden deepening of concern could risk an adverse 
confidence backlash in markets that the Fed is truly worried. Fed 
officials would likely view such a step to be wildly premature and 
rightly so as it would be day-forecasting. 

 The Fed would be unwise to overreact to the first three weeks of 
the trading year. For example, markets might be calmed by 
central bank action elsewhere. The ECB seems prepared to 
add stimulus given President Draghi’s recent guidance that was 
probably as much about doing too little in December as it was a 
reaction to developments so far this year. The Bank of Japan may 
also be moving in this direction. The People’s Bank of China may 
be forced to jump in with a cut in the required reserve ratio. Also 
note that US earnings are coming in above analysts’ expectations 
so far in the current earnings season. 

 US job growth remains resilient with the latest nonfarm payroll 
print landing at 292,000 and with upward revisions to prior 
months. The two job reports before the March FOMC will be carefully evaluated. 
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 The Fed statement doesn’t need to alter how it refers to inflation expectations notwithstanding the 
fact they have moved lower so far this year (chart 1). That’s because in the December statement — 
when they hiked–they had already acknowledged that “Inflation has continued to run below the Committee’s 
2 percent longer-run objective, partly reflecting declines in energy prices and in prices of non-energy 
imports. Market-based measures of inflation compensation remain low; some survey-based measures of 
longer-term inflation expectations have edged down.” The Fed could easily just repeat this language and 
leave it at that for now. It may also be inclined to look through the disinflationary lows in energy prices that 
are behind the heavily correlated drop in market-based inflation expectations (chart 1 again). One reason 
for doing so would be greater likelihood that inflation will pick up from current weak commodity prices as 
they stabilize in future. Another reason could be that lower commodities could reflate core inflation 
measures by freeing up disposable income to spend on various consumer items. 

 Lower gasoline prices, lower mortgage rates, solid wage growth of 2.5% y/y, and increased purchasing 
power through a strong USD are all positives to the consumer outlook. International instability has in part 
driven improved cash flow for US consumers — most of whom own few if any equities. 

 Economic growth likely petered out in Q4 or came in quite soft. We’ll find out in Friday’s GDP print, but 
Bloomberg consensus is expecting sub-1% for annualized q/q growth, and the Atlanta Fed’s ‘nowcast’ is 
tracking growth of 0.7% (here). The Fed’s forecast for GDP growth for the full year of 2015 that was 
delivered in December is, however, still within the ballpark of being attainable; the December projections 
(here) called for 2.1% growth which was already lower than the Bloomberg consensus for the year as a whole. 
The Fed could well look through Q4 softness for now — and be at least partly justified in terms of the transitory 
effects of factors like the inventory cycle — and carefully watch developments over coming weeks and months. 

Other releases over the week will be of secondary importance and will include consumer confidence and S&P 
Case-Shiller house prices on Tuesday, new home sales on Wednesday, and then both durable goods orders 
and pending home sales on Thursday. 

134 firms listed on the S&P500 release earnings and the line-up is replete with household names across 
industrial classifications such as Apple, Amazon.com, Mastercard, Xerox, Whirlpool, Colgate-Palmolive, 
Chevron, Visa, Microsoft, Caterpillar, Ford, Time Warner, Facebook, eBay, State Street, Boeing, General 
Dynamics, AT&T, Capital One, Chubb, 3M, Lockheed Martin, P&G, Corning, du Pont, and McDonald’s. 

Canada — End Of The World Postponed? 

Gross domestic product for the month of November and earnings will be the main domestic factors to 
the risk trade next week. 

We think the economy rebounded in November but we’re erring on the side of a mildly positive print for 
monthly GDP growth. With only October GDP in the books, the economy has been tracking an annualized 1% 
contraction in Q4. Better November data could improve this quarterly tracking; it would take a monthly gain of 
0.4% in November to bring the tracking back up to zero change in GDP over Q4. Also note that for several 
reasons the monthly Canadian GDP figures don’t necessarily translate perfectly into quarterly GDP tracking; 
indeed, it’s not uncommon for tracking to be off a half percentage point in either direction and sometimes more. 
It’s possible, therefore, that the Bank of Canada’s revised forecast for 0.3% q/q GDP growth in Q4 may be in the 
right ballpark with what we know so far and very limited tracking evidence for December except for a decent rise 
in hours worked. With what we know so far, it’s not a shoe-in that the economy contracted in Q4. 

As for the mixed signals in November, consider what we know — and don’t know — going into the release: 

 Manufacturing sales volumes were up by 1% m/m in November, which largely just reversed the prior 
month’s 1.2% drop. They are flat in year-ago terms, and with two-thirds of the quarter’s figures available so 
far they are tracking a 6.3% q/q slide in Q4 assuming a flat December. 

Derek Holt 416.863.7707 
derek.holt@scotiabank.com 
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 Retail sales volumes were very strong and came in at +1.5% in 
volume terms during December.  

 Wholesale volumes were up 1.6% m/m but are tracking flat for the 
quarter as a whole (+0.2%). 

 Existing home sales were up 1.8% m/m which helps ancillary 
housing services. 

 Export volumes were up by 0.7% m/m. 

 Import volumes, however, were down by 1.6% and that may have 
signaled a weak domestic economy less able to pull in imports and 
the effects of the massive depreciation in the currency that has 
sharply raised import prices. Enter chart 2. Both of Statistics 
Canada’s main indices for import prices have been soaring and with 
greater upside looming. It’s not clear how much of this will get 
passed through to final consumer prices, which in turn partly 
depends upon how much gets absorbed in profit margins or offset by consumers through shifting toward 
domestically produced goods where feasible or altering what they consume — or just consuming less 
outright. 

 Housing starts were up by about 7% but entirely due to multiples that translate less into value-added GDP 
during the month than higher value-added single family homes that are constructed within a shorter time 
interval. 

 Canada Lost 35,700 jobs largely due to unwind of temporary Federal election workers. Hours worked fell 
0.3% m/m which is a bearish signal since one definition of GDP is hours worked times output across the 
economy divided by hours worked. For the quarter they were flat (-0.2% q/q SAAR). 

 There is limited tracking ability for large parts of the resources and services sectors of the economy, and a 
handful of project-specific developments often translate poorly into GDP implications. 

Earnings releases are gradually becoming more of a focal point in typical lagged fashion to the US, and eleven 
firms listed on the TSX are on tap for next week. They will include CN, Metro, Rogers, Potash Corp, and 
Canadian Oil Sands. 

Asia — Will The BoJ Expand Stimulus?  Can they?? 

Will they or won’t they ease? This time the question is applied to the Bank of Japan as it makes fresh policy 
announcements at the end of next week. We don’t take much comfort in the cues ahead of time. BoJ Governor 
Kuroda recently noted that policy will be adjusted if needed and the BoJ won’t hesitate to do so. Two advisors 
also gave conflicting impressions: 

Recent conditions “...meets the additional mitigation conditions..” for additional easing as loosely 
translated from a WSJ story in Japanese (our Japanese is a bit rusty these days). 

“If you ask whether now is the time to act, I think it is still too early to make that decision. I think we still 
have time to evaluate the situation.” Masahiko Shibayama, aide to Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 

Derek Holt 416.863.7707 
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The Bank of Japan has a tendency to surprise markets. They last 
did so on October 31st 2014. The decline in oil prices as an import 
proxy and the modest appreciation in the yen so far this year are a 
negative combination for the Japanese inflation picture and 
achieving the BoJ’s 2% inflation goal. At a minimum, the BoJ is 
likely to push back achievement of its inflation goal. Beyond the 
inflation goal, the market question is how the BoJ can materially 
expand its bond purchase program. At its current pace of buying it is 
already on track to own almost half of projected outstanding 
Japanese government bonds by the end of next year (chart 3). The 
market dislocation effects to removing so much supply would 
become a further matter of concern upon adding stimulus. 

Potential further actions by the People’s Bank of China could also 
be in store. The PBOC jumped into markets with large cash 
infusions this past week and through a variety of tools including 
reverse repos, its medium-term lending facility, and short-term 
liquidity provisions. And it didn’t help. Not much anyway, and not in 
any obvious manner.  

These actions reinforce comments made earlier by the PBOC’s chief economist that such liquidity intervention is 
being used as a “substitute for a reserve ratio requirement cut.” So what effect has it had? Not much and 
certainly not as a clear RRR cut substitute. Several key rates remain under upward pressure in China’s banking 
system that is struggling with seasonal demand for liquidity ahead of the Chinese new year, unusually high 
demand as capital outflows have accelerated on yuan devaluation worries, rising nonperforming loans and the 
funding challenges of capital flight that SAFE is increasingly trying to stamp out. The overnight SHIBOR rate 
fixing climbed a touch, as did rates on overnight repos between banks, particularly the volume-weighted average 
14 day interbank rate (chart 4). Upward pressure upon such rates despite liquidity intervention is one reason 
why many believe a required reserve ratio cut remains unavoidable since aggressive liquidity intervention isn’t 
doing the trick. RRR cuts have not always been delivered when funding pressures mount, and it’s possible the 
PBOC will look through the current dynamic as temporary while applying moral suasion tools to restrict lending 
practices in the interbank market. Continued yuan support in the offshore market — if needed — is also likely 
ahead of the Chinese new year. 

Trade figures from a number of Asian nations will be used to 
further cross reference China’s trade numbers as a quality test 
after China recorded a large improvement in exports and imports that 
we took with a mountain of salt. One reason was a mismatch 
between Chinese exports to some countries and what they report by 
way of imports from those countries. Another had to do with over-
invoicing risks on the reported trade receivables as a financing play 
on a devaluing yuan. 

A series of Japanese macro releases for CPI, exports, retail sales, 
household spending, the jobless rate, housing starts and industrial 
production will also inform the BoJ’s decision at week’s end. 

An expected hold by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Australian 
Q4 CPI, Q4 GDP from the Philippines and South Korea will round 
out significant macro reports with regional implications. 

Derek Holt 416.863.7707 
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Europe — Here We Go Again 

Is ECB President Mario Draghi over-committing again? He delivered strong reference to possibly 
reconsidering the ECB’s policy stance at the next ECB meeting on March 10th as summarized by the 
following comments: 

“Conditions have worsened.”  

“We are adapting our instruments to the changing conditions.”  

“The credibility of the ECB would be harmed if we weren’t ready to revise the monetary-policy 
stance.”  

“There are no limits to how far we are willing to deploy our instruments.” 

“The Governing Council is open to using all the necessary instruments to cope with a situation that is 
materially different than the beginning of December.”  

“One should not have any doubt that the Governing Council not only has the power and the 
willingness and the determination but also the cohesion that’s necessary to take the actions that are 
needed.”  

“We have the determination, and the willingness, and the capacity in the Governing Council to act 
and deploy these instruments.”  

The strength of his references immediately raises the issue of why not act now rather than keep markets in 
limbo for the next seven weeks? In doing so, it is possible that Draghi is running the risk of repeating 
what he did from September through December last year — by delivering lots of aggressive talk, only for 
markets to overshoot expectations for additional stimulus and then correct when the ECB underwhelms with 
what it delivers. The risk here is that President Draghi is not more successfully managing the gap between his 
guidance and his actions and once again we're left wondering how much further stimulus Draghi can actually 
steer within the ECB and what the consensus will be in March. For now it’s a supportive factor for the markets 
and is likely to remain so for some time; whether it is sustained for the longer haul, whether Draghi will 
repeatedly escalate stimulus guidance like he did last time, and whether markets hold up on game day are all 
uncertain but the near-term market backdrop is likely to remain constructive. 

What will further inform this debate will be the upcoming week’s data flow including several important growth 
and inflation readings.  

European Q4 GDP readings will arrive first in the UK next Thursday and then in the Eurozone the day after. 
UK growth is expected to remain around 2% y/y with slight cooling pressure. It would likely take a fair miss in 
either direction to materially alter the tone in gilts and pound sterling, and even at that probably only 
temporarily. Bank of England Governor Mark Carney recently stated “now is not the time to raise rates” and 
that when the BoE might raise rates is “unknowable” no doubt significantly due to Brexit uncertainties. 

The next day’s incomplete Eurozone GDP readings will cover growth in France, Spain, Austria and Belgium 
and are expected to post resilient growth in the final quarter of the year and in complementary fashion to 
improved signals from survey data. German Q4 GDP won’t be released until February 12th. Also on next 
Friday, the next batch of eurozone CPI numbers will be released. Spain is expected to register a harmonized 
CPI reading of -0.1% y/y, France +0.4% y/y, and factoring in others is expected to push the Eurozone add-up 
to 0.4% y/y. That would actually be a little further evidence that inflation is coming off the bottom from a year-
ago reading of -0.6% y/y. Over-promise. Under-deliver. The truer test will come from future inflation readings 
and the influences of commodities and the euro. 

Other releases will be focused upon European consumer spending including German, Italian and Spanish 
retail sales, French consumer spending. Italy also releases industrial sales and orders. 
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Thailand’s Economic Outlook 2016-17 

 Moderate economic growth, muted inflationary pressures, and persistent political 
uncertainties in sight. 

Thailand’s economic outlook remains challenging yet modest signs of 
recovery continue to emerge. The country’s weak export sector 
performance — due to muted demand in China and other Asian trading 
partners — is partially offset by rising public investment that reflects the 
military government’s substantial fiscal measures. Consumer confidence 
is gradually improving and should help support household spending 
over the coming quarters, yet sizable debt levels will weigh on the Thai 
consumer. Private sector investment is set to remain relatively soft due 
to persistent political uncertainty and excess capacity in the 
manufacturing sector. The tourism industry will likely recover in the near 
term after a downturn following the August 2015 bombings in Bangkok 
and is expected to resume its position as a key driver of the economy. 
We estimate that Thailand’s real GDP grew by 2¾% in 2015, with 
momentum likely to strengthen to around 3¼% y/y in 2016-17.  

Economic revival remains the Thai administration’s main policy goal. 
Public funds will be increasingly directed to large scale infrastructure 
projects (e.g. road, rail, and water), while private sector outlays are 
encouraged by tax exemptions and other incentives. Thailand’s fiscal 
deficit will likely average 1.4% of GDP in 2016-17, while gross public 
debt will hover around 42% of GDP, according to the International 
Monetary Fund.  

Accommodative monetary conditions will remain the norm through our 
forecast horizon. While financial stability is among the Bank of 
Thailand’s (BoT) key priorities, the central bank may implement further 
monetary stimulus in the near term if the economy underperforms 
policymakers’ expectations. The benchmark interest rate has been 
kept at 1.50% since April 2015, the lowest level since mid-2010. The 
BoT has set a medium-term target for annual headline inflation at 2½% 
±1½%. While core inflation continues to hover around 0.7% y/y, low 
global oil prices are keeping headline inflation in negative territory; the 
consumer price index decreased by 0.9% y/y in December — the 12th 
consecutive month of deflation. Modest price pressures will re-emerge 
in mid-2016, with the headline rate likely to reach roughly 1% y/y by 
the end of 2016.  

On the external front, a lower oil import bill and higher tourism receipts are reflected in Thailand’s stronger 
external balance, more than offsetting the struggles faced by Thai goods exporters. The current account 
surplus will likely average 6½% of GDP in 2016-17 and represents a significant improvement from the deficits 
recorded in 2012-13. The Thai baht (THB) will likely continue to experience a weakening bias vis-à-vis the US 
dollar (USD) over the coming months due to persistent domestic political uncertainties, monetary policy 
divergence between the US and Thailand, and global economic growth concerns. We expect USDTHB to 
close 2016 at 37.70, implying a 4½% depreciation over the course of the year.  

Uncertainty persists regarding the timing of the next general election, which is unlikely to take place before 
mid-2017. A new constitution is being redrafted after the first proposal — prepared by Prime Minister Prayuth 
Chan-ocha’s military government — was rejected in September. Underlying domestic discontent has yet to be 
resolved. There is potential for a significant increase in political instability if the issue of royal succession 
emerges before the electoral uncertainty is over.  

Tuuli McCully 416.863.2859 
tuuli.mccully@scotiabank.com 
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The UK’s Economic Outlook For 2016-17 

 Growth prospects remain sound, however, downside risks from the EU referendum, 
below target inflation and subdued wage gains will likely delay monetary tightening.  

The UK economy is expected to maintain decent growth of around 2% 
this year, down from 2¼% in 2015 and 2.9% in 2014. Growth in consumer 
spending is forecast to remain supportive, but will likely ease over the 
course of 2016 as real income gains slow on the back of gradually rising 
inflation. Some offset, however, could come from a pick-up in UK export 
growth alongside an improving euro zone recovery and prospects of a 
weaker GBP boosting export competitiveness. Monetary policy will also 
remain highly supportive of growth, with expectations for Bank of England 
(BoE) policy tightening continuing to be pushed back. Nevertheless, UK real 
GDP growth will be dragged down by ongoing fiscal tightening, while hiring 
and investment intentions could suffer ahead of the EU referendum.   

The UK inflation outlook remains subdued due to low energy and food 
prices, and muted wage gains, which will continue to spur dampening 
second round effects on service prices over the coming months. As such, 
the pace of UK CPI inflation is expected to reach only ½% y/y by mid-
2016 and will remain below the BoE’s 2% target through 2017. 
Nevertheless, favourable base effects from oil prices and signs that past 
GBP strength is unwinding should prompt a gradual rise in headline inflation 
to a year-end rate of 0.9% y/y in 2016 and 1.5% in 2017, up from 0.2% in 
2015. Our official call in our monthly Global Forecast Update (GFU) report 
for January is that the BoE will announce its first interest rate hike in May 
2016. However, there are several factors, such as below-target inflation, 
subdued wage growth and uncertainty surrounding the EU referendum, that 
threaten to delay the tightening cycle through most of 2016 and possibly into 
2017. As such, we will be pushing back the timing of the BoE’s first rate hike 
accordingly in our upcoming GFU report to be released in early February.   

The government remains committed to reducing its budget deficit, though 
has managed to loosen austerity without abandoning its ambitious target of 
attaining a £10bn budget surplus by 2020. In the Autumn Statement, the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, George Osborne, revealed plans to roll 
back expenditure cuts, particularly on tax credits for low-income workers 
and spending on policing. The revised plan equates to an increase of 
£18.7bn in net borrowing over the next five years relative to the July 
projections. Nevertheless, the fiscal trajectory remains largely unchanged, 
with the general government budget deficit forecast to narrow from 3.9% of 
GDP in 2015 to 2.5% this year before reaching a surplus of 0.3% by 2020. 
This, however, was due to favourable revisions to growth and tax 
projections, which presents a risk that the government’s fiscal reduction 
strategy could slip. The UK’s current account deficit is forecast to narrow 
from 5.1% of GDP in 2014 to 4.0% through 2017.     

The UK’s referendum on its EU membership is set to be the country’s 
biggest political event in 2016. While we maintain the view that the UK will 
ultimately vote to stay in the EU, opinion polls have converged. An EU 
summit in late-February will assess the UK’s demands for EU reforms. If these are met or a compromise is 
reached, then the referendum could be held as early as June. However, if Prime Minister David Cameron does 
not feel he can boast sufficient reforms then the process could be prolonged up to the end-2017 deadline.  
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Brexit Monitor 

Leave Camp Gaining the Lead 

Last weekend’s Mail on Sunday newspaper showed a poll with the ‘leave’ camp 6% points ahead. The article 
attributed the deterioration in support to the Paris massacre, Cologne sex attacks and the migrant crisis. The 
headline numbers were 53-47 (leave vs stay). That excludes undecided voters — including those the split 
would have been 42-38 (i.e. a 4% point lead for the leave camp) and 20% undecided. 

Perhaps the most interesting part of recent polls has been the additional questions. Indeed, the Mail on 
Sunday poll showed how ‘stubborn’ the Leave or Stay camps are likely to be: 

  Alan Clarke 44.207.826.5986 
alan.clarke@scotiabank.com  
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… continued from previous page 

More specifically, the poll showed that supporters of the ‘leave’ campaign are more likely to change their view 
at the last minute than supporters of the ‘stay’ campaign. 

If Cameron secures all of his renegotiation demands… 

The additional questions contained in the latest Comres poll for Open Europe were noteworthy. They highlight 
a key point; if David Cameron manages to renegotiate the UK’s relationship with the EU, then voters are more 
likely to vote to ‘stay’. 

More specifically, the demands that David Cameron has made are: 

 Ensuring that new migrants coming to the UK from EU countries cannot receive in-work benefits such as 
child benefits or tax credits, for four years; 

 Granting more powers to national parliaments to be able to work together to block EU laws; 

 Providing measures to ensure the UK will not be disadvantaged by decisions taken by the Eurozone 
states; 

 Strengthening the European single market by reducing regulation on business and making trading with 
the EU easier; 

 Ensuring that the EU’s commitment to ‘ever closer union’ between member countries no longer applies to 
the UK. 

Furthermore, the results of that study were broken down by political affiliation. While the overall survey 
showed 65% would vote to ‘stay in’ if Cameron’s negotiations are successful, support among the voters of the 
main political parties would be 70% or above. By contrast only 20% of UKIP supporters (who accounted for 
12.6% of the vote in the General Election) would vote to stay even if David Cameron is successful.  

Alan Clarke 44.207.826.5986 
alan.clarke@scotiabank.com  
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What if David Cameron does NOT secure all his renegotiation demands? 

The poll also looked at whether people would vote to stay in or leave if each of the 5 key conditions were not 
secured. In 4 of the 5 cases the balance would still be to remain in the EU, albeit by a small margin. 
Meanwhile, if the 3rd condition (providing measures to ensure the UK will not be disadvantaged by decisions 
taken by the Eurozone states) were not secured, the leave camp would be marginally ahead (45 - 46 in vs 
out). 

Other issues: 

What are ‘In-Work’ Benefits? 

These represent non-wage compensation that is provided to employees in addition to their normal wages or 
salaries. UK examples would be tax credits, child benefit. Cameron’s speech that announced the EU 
referendum a couple of years ago flagged that a worker in the UK employed on the minimum wage will 
receive around £700 per month in benefits from the UK. That is twice what they would receive in Germany 
and three times what they would get in France.  

What about out of work benefits?  

An EEA National (or returning UK National) must have been living in the UK for 3 months before they can 
claim income based Jobseekers Allowance. After that, an EEA national can claim for a total of 91 days. That 
timeframe is reset if the person subsequently leaves the UK for more than a year and then returns. Since 1 
April 2014 an EEA national who is a jobseeker, or family members of an EEA jobseeker, will not be able to 
claim housing benefit even if they are receiving income-based jobseeker's allowance.  

The situation is slightly different for an EEA national who has been working in the UK that is involuntarily 
unemployed. Someone in this position who has been working in the UK for less than a year before losing their 
job can only claim income-based jobseeker’s allowance for 6 months after losing that job. That six month limit 
does not apply to someone who had worked in the UK for more than a year. 

Latest Developments 

The press have reported that Germany has come up with a proposal to help get around EU laws that 
guarantee the free movement of labour in order to meet David Cameron’s ban on in-work benefits. The 
solution is to redefine the term “worker”. The proposal is that this term is redefined so it only applies to those 
earning more than a set amount. There were reports in late-2015 that France and Germany were amenable to 
a compromise with a three year ban rather than four year ban on in-work benefits. Germany seems to have 
sympathy with David Cameron given the rise in arrivals from other EU countries who are claimants for its 
Hartz IV benefits. 

The weekend press also flagged the possibility of an “emergency brake”. In exceptional circumstances and for 
a limited period, new arrivals could be stopped altogether.  

Next Steps 

The EU summit on 18-19 February is the next key date on the horizon for the EU referendum. If David 
Cameron secures a sufficiently good deal at the summit, then it is possible that the Referendum could be held 
as soon as June (since there would need to be at least 16 weeks’ notice). If insufficient progress is made and 
negotiations spill over into the March European Council meeting, then the summer break will probably mean 
that the referendum has to wait until the autumn. However, the latest comments from David Cameron were 
that he is not in a rush. Could this mean that he is less hopeful that he will get a deal at the February summit?  

Alan Clarke 44.207.826.5986 
alan.clarke@scotiabank.com  
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ECB: March Rendezvous  

 While ECB policy was unchanged as expected at this meeting, the tone was dovish. The dive in equity 
markets, the higher euro nominal effective exchange rate and falling inflation expectations have not gone 
unnoticed by the governing council. The ECB president, once again, pre-committed to additional action at 
the March meeting. The key references were “We do not give up on our mandate”; “We are not 
surrendering to global factors affecting inflation”; “We will confirm our determination”… 

 This pre-commitment illustrates that the ECB is worried about disanchoring inflation expectations. In this 
regard, it confirmed our feeling that it wants to avoid 5Y in 5Y inflation swaps dropping below 1.60% on a 
persistent basis. Similarly for the exchange rate; the ECB president clearly referred to the recent rise in 
the nominal effective exchange rate as a tightening in monetary conditions. Keeping the euro low is an 
important condition for the ECB in order to meet their price stability objective. 

 This meeting was an echo of last September’s meeting, which pre-committed to future action. More 
specifically, while the ECB did loosen policy at the December meeting, the extent of easing was a 
disappointment to markets. Could the same be true at the upcoming March meeting? Clearly, in two 
months’ time, swings in the price of oil and equity markets could change the urgency to loosen policy. 
Nonetheless, as things stand, we will probably get more than a simple “recalibration” in QE at the March 
meeting as:  

 The ECB sounded very nervous on the inflation outlook. The ECB president recognised that 
inflation will likely move back into negative territory in the coming months and, in the March 
forecast, there would be a “significant” downward revision. 

 The tone on core inflation is also different than just few months ago when the minutes pointed to 
its gradual rise as a point of comfort. Clearly, the recent downward trend has had an impact on 
the ECB board with the president now pointing to the need to limit second round effects from 
persistently low oil prices for longer.  

 “Significant change” is different from “recalibration”. So, we would expect more assertive action than in 
December.  

 Similar to the downgrading of the outlook for headline and core inflation in December, a further 
cut in the deposit rate and an expansion of QE beyond March 2017 appear likely. 

 We could also get an increase in the volume of monthly purchases. In December, this option was 
suggested but seemed to have provoked some opposition. However, this was seen as a 
legitimate option in the event of “significant risks and side effects” on inflation. The latest press 
conference suggested to us that we are getting close to such a situation and the willingness of 
the ECB president to make sure that inflation goes back to target “without delay” adds to this 
point. 

 Changing the capital key? This question was raised at the press conference, and the ECB 
president failed to answer it clearly. This suggests that it could be part of the adjustment to QE. 
However, it seems premature at this stage as changing the capital key was partly seen as a way 
to limit the risk of a “German bond squeeze”.  The possibility for the ECB to buy German regional 
bonds already contributes to reduce this risk.  
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Key Data Preview  

CANADA 

We’re expecting a decent monthly GDP print for November driven by a 
mix of an uptick in the manufacturing sector and a healthy modest 
improvement in the consumer-related sector. On net, we’re expecting  a 
+0.4% m/m print on GDP as retail sales surged +1.5% m/m in volume 
terms. Exports recuperated (+0.7% m/m in volume terms) but this was a 
very uneven recovery — some sectors were very strong (metals, +20% 
m/m; vehicles, +5.9% m/m) while others were decidedly weak (aircraft,  
-6.8% m/m; energy, -6.6% m/m — although this was in nominal terms 
and oil prices fell). Manufacturing volumes were similarly solid overall as 
were wholesale trade volumes. The wildcard is that imports were soft at 
-1.6% m/m in volume terms, so it will be interesting to see if this 
reflected an overall drop in demand or just heightened demand for 
domestic products over foreign products as the weak C$ could be 
starting to more significantly provide a disincentive to imports.  

UNITED STATES 

The risks are tilted to the downside when it comes to U.S. GDP. 
We’re anticipating a 0.6 % q/q annualized number with drags on 
GDP coming from: a) a decline in exports, b) capital spending, and c) 
inventories. The latter are probably the biggest wildcard, as business 
inventories data from the BEA indicates an outright inventory draw in 
Q4. On the face of things, this points to a drag to GDP in the 
neighborhood of 50-100bps. That said, we don’t want to imply that 
the anticipated inventory draw is a slam-dunk. In Q2 2013, the last 
time that monthly wholesale inventory data pointed to an outright 
draw, inflation-adjusted inventories in the GDP data actually 
expanded, and added 40bps to GDP. How is this possible? The 
inventory deflator is hard to predict, and the data in the wholesale 
inventories report don’t equate to the entire U.S. inventory picture. 
That said, weak imports on the quarter and the softness in the 
industrial sector seem to validate the ‘inventory draw’ thesis. The 
consumer also looked somewhat weak in Q4, with real personal 
consumption expenditure running at 2% q/q annualized through 
November and vehicle sales adding a bit but not that much to 
consumer spending (they were up by 10% q/q annualized). To the 
extent that we can see upside risks to our forecast, they come from 
the possibility of the BEA estimating an uptick in services spending in 
Q4 (the hard services data isn’t incorporated until the third GDP 
revision) or an improvement in net trade in December (the first 
estimate of GDP doesn’t incorporate trade statistics for Dec.).  

Durable goods figures for December should be on the flat side and 
we’re expecting a 0% m/m number driven by an uptick in new orders 
at Boeing (223 in Dec. vs. 89 in November) playing off against overall 
weakness in the manufacturing sector. Aside from the Boeing orders 
number… there isn’t much to get excited about. Vehicle production 
slipped in December and new orders of cars should be down too. As 
well, the new orders component of the ISM manufacturing index was 
on the soft side.  

Dov Zigler 212.225.6631  
dov.zigler@scotiabank.com                    
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… continued from previous page 

EUROPE 

The euro zone economic calendar is quite busy this week. 
Preliminary figures for fourth quarter real GDP growth will be 
released amid estimates for January inflation, which will be 
published in Germany on Thursday, January 28th, followed by the 
euro zone, France and Spain on Friday, January 29th. We expect 
euro area flash HICP to move up to 0.4% y/y in January from 0.2% 
in December mainly due to positive base effects from energy prices 
and a stabilization in food prices after being dampened by 
unseasonably warm weather in recent months. Meanwhile, 
consumer price inflation is also forecast to edge higher to 0.4% y/y 
in Germany and 0.3% in France, up from a 0.2% print at the end of 
2015 in both countries. On the flip side, we expect Spanish inflation 
to ease to -0.1% y/y in January from zero in December. Euro zone 
core inflation should remain stable at 0.9% y/y.   

LATIN AMERICA 

Brazilian unemployment figures for December will be released on 
January 28th. We expect the jobless rate to have eased slightly in 
December to 7.4% (from 7.5% in November) on the back of 
seasonal factors — over the past half-decade, Brazil’s 
unemployment rate has fallen by an average of 40 basis points 
between November and December. However, Brazil’s protracted 
recessionary environment continues to put pressure on labour 
prospects and is the primary reason our December forecast only 
anticipates a 10 basis point reduction. In November, the 
unemployment rate fell to 7.5% from 7.9% in October but remains 
significantly elevated relative to the 4.8% reading a year prior.  

ASIA 

South Korea will release preliminary figures for fourth quarter GDP 
on January 25th (EST). We estimate that real GDP grew by 0.5% q/q 
in the October-December period, following a sizable 1.3% q/q gain 
over the prior three months. The strong performance in the second 
quarter reflected a household spending rebound from prior 
weakness caused by the MERS outbreak. Accordingly, we assess 
that such solid growth was not maintained in the final quarter of 
2015 as the impact of pent up demand has dissipated. 
Nevertheless, in year-over-year terms, the South Korean economy 
continues to strengthening gradually; we anticipate a 3.0% y/y gain 
in the fourth quarter, up from 2.7% in Q3. Accordingly, the country’s 
output likely advanced by 2.6% in 2015 as a whole. Given that over 
25% of South Korean exports are shipped to China, the country’s 
exporters will continue to feel the adverse impact of weaker Chinese 
demand. However, the improving outlook in major advanced 
economies (the US, euro area, and Japan together purchase nearly 
a quarter of South Korean shipments abroad) will provide some 
counterbalance. South Korean real GDP growth will likely pick up to 
3.2% and 3.5% in 2016 and 2017, respectively.  

A2 
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Key Indicators for the week of January 25 – 29 

Forecasts at time of publication. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

North America 

A3 

Europe 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
GE 01/25 04:00 IFO Business Climate Survey Jan 108.5 108.4 108.7
GE 01/25 04:00 IFO Current Assessment Survey Jan 113.0 112.6 112.8
GE 01/25 04:00 IFO Expectations Survey Jan 104.1 104.1 104.7

GE 01/27 02:00 GfK Consumer Confidence Survey Feb -- 9.3 9.4
UK 01/27 02:00 Nationwide House Prices (m/m) Jan 0.6 0.6 0.8
FR 01/27 12:00 Total Jobseekers (000s) Dec 3574 3574 3575
FR 01/27 12:00 Jobseekers Net Change (000s) Dec 0.0 -0.5 -15.0
GE JAN 27-FEB 03 Retail Sales (m/m) Dec 0.8 0.4 0.4

SP 01/28 03:00 Real Retail Sales (y/y) Dec -- -- 4.2
SP 01/28 03:00 Unemployment Rate (%) 4Q -- 21.2 21.2
UK 01/28 04:30 GDP (q/q) 4Q A 0.5 0.5 0.4
UK 01/28 04:30 Index of Services (m/m) Nov 0.2 0.2 0.1
EC 01/28 05:00 Business Climate Indicator Jan -- 0.4 0.4
EC 01/28 05:00 Economic Confidence Jan 106.1 106.4 106.8
EC 01/28 05:00 Industrial Confidence Jan -2.6 -2.5 -2.0
GE 01/28 08:00 CPI MoM Jan P -- -0.8 -0.1
GE 01/28 08:00 CPI YoY Jan P -- 0.4 0.3
GE 01/28 08:00 CPI EU Harmonized MoM Jan P -- -1.0 0.0
GE 01/28 08:00 CPI EU Harmonized YoY Jan P -- 0.4 0.2
UK 01/28 19:05 GfK Consumer Confidence Survey Jan 0.0 1.0 2.0

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
MX 01/25 09:00 Global Economic Indicator IGAE (y/y) Nov -- 1.9 2.3
MX 01/25 09:00 Unemployment Rate (%) Dec -- 3.7 4.0
US 01/25 09:30 Dallas Fed. Manufacturing Activity Jan -- -14.0 -20.1

MX 01/26 09:00 Retail Sales (INEGI) (y/y) Nov -- 5.1 4.8
US 01/26 09:00 S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index (m/m) Nov 0.4 0.8 0.8
US 01/26 09:00 S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index (y/y) Nov 5.4 5.7 5.5
US 01/26 10:00 Consumer Confidence Index Jan 97.0 96.5 96.5
US 01/26 10:00 Richmond Fed Manufacturing Index Jan 0.0 2.0 6.0

US 01/27 07:00 MBA Mortgage Applications (w/w) JAN 22 -- -- 9.0
MX 01/27 09:00 Trade Balance (US$ mn) Dec -- -395 -1569
US 01/27 10:00 New Home Sales (000s a.r.) Dec 480 500 490
US 01/27 14:00 FOMC Interest Rate Meeting (%) Jan 27 0.50 0.50 0.50

US 01/28 08:30 Durable Goods Orders (m/m) Dec P 0.0 -0.5 0.0
US 01/28 08:30 Durable Goods Orders ex. Trans. (m/m) Dec P -0.2 -0.1 0.0
US 01/28 08:30 Initial Jobless Claims (000s) JAN 23 280 281 293
US 01/28 08:30 Continuing Claims (000s) JAN 16 -- 2224 2208
US 01/28 10:00 Pending Home Sales (m/m) Dec -- 0.9 -0.9

CA 01/29 08:30 IPPI (m/m) Dec -- -0.3 -0.2
CA 01/29 08:30 Raw Materials Price Index (m/m) Dec -- -3.5 -4.0
CA 01/29 08:30 Real GDP (m/m) Nov 0.4 0.3 0.0
US 01/29 08:30 Employment Cost Index (q/q) 4Q -- 0.6 0.6
US 01/29 08:30 GDP (q/q a.r.) 4Q A 0.6 0.8 2.0
US 01/29 08:30 GDP Deflator (q/q a.r.) 4Q A -- 0.8 1.3
MX 01/29 09:00 GDP (q/q) 4Q P -- 0.5 0.8
MX 01/29 09:00 GDP (y/y) 4Q P -- 2.3 2.6
US 01/29 09:45 Chicago PMI Jan -- 45.9 42.9
US 01/29 10:00 U. of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Jan F 94.0 93.0 93.3
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Key Indicators for the week of January 25 – 29 

Forecasts at time of publication. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

A4 

Asia Pacific 

Europe (continued from previous page) 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
FR 01/29 01:30 GDP (q/q) 4Q A 0.3 0.2 0.3
FR 01/29 02:45 Consumer Spending (m/m) Dec 0.4 0.4 -1.1
FR 01/29 02:45 CPI (m/m) Jan P -0.9 -0.9 0.2
FR 01/29 02:45 CPI (y/y) Jan P 0.3 0.3 0.2
FR 01/29 02:45 CPI - EU Harmonized (m/m) Jan P -1.0 -1.0 0.2
FR 01/29 02:45 CPI - EU Harmonized (y/y) Jan P 0.4 0.4 0.3
FR 01/29 02:45 Producer Prices (m/m) Dec -- -- 0.2
SP 01/29 03:00 Budget Balance YTD (€ mn) Dec -- -- -27520
SP 01/29 03:00 CPI (m/m) Jan P -- -1.5 -0.3
SP 01/29 03:00 CPI - EU Harmonized (m/m) Jan P -- -2.0 -0.4
SP 01/29 03:00 CPI - EU Harmonized (y/y) Jan P -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
SP 01/29 03:00 Real GDP (q/q) 4Q P 0.8 0.8 0.8
SP 01/29 04:00 Current Account (€ bn) Nov -- -- 2.4
EC 01/29 05:00 Euro zone CPI Estimate (y/y) Jan 0.4 0.4 0.2
RU 01/29 05:30 One-Week Auction Rate (%) Jan 29 11.0 11.00 11.00

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
JN 01/24 18:50 Merchandise Trade Balance (¥ bn) Dec -- 117.0 -381.3
JN 01/24 18:50 Adjusted Merchandise Trade Balance (¥ bn) Dec -- 84.2 -3.3
JN 01/24 18:50 Merchandise Trade Exports (y/y) Dec -- -7.0 -3.3
JN 01/24 18:50 Merchandise Trade Imports (y/y) Dec -- -16.4 -10.2
SK JAN 24-29 Department Store Sales (y/y) Dec -- -- 1.0

JN 01/25 00:00 Coincident Index CI Nov F 111.6 -- 111.6
JN 01/25 00:00 Leading Index CI Nov F 103.9 -- 103.9
SI 01/25 00:00 CPI (y/y) Dec -0.8 -0.7 -0.8
SK 01/25 18:00 GDP (q/q) 4Q P 0.5 0.6 1.3
SK 01/25 18:00 GDP (y/y) 4Q P 3.0 2.9 2.7
PH 01/25 20:00 Imports (y/y) Nov -- -- 16.8
PH 01/25 20:00 Trade Balance (US$ mn) Nov -- -- -1937

SI 01/26 00:00 Industrial Production (y/y) Dec -- -6.8 -5.5
HK 01/26 03:30 Exports (y/y) Dec -- -- -3.5
HK 01/26 03:30 Imports (y/y) Dec -- -- -8.1
HK 01/26 03:30 Trade Balance (HKD bn) Dec -- -- -33.1
SK 01/26 16:00 Consumer Confidence Index Jan -- -- 103.0
AU 01/26 19:30 Consumer Prices (y/y) 4Q 1.7 1.6 1.5
CH 01/26 20:30 Industrial Profits YTD (y/y) Dec -- -- -1.4

NZ 01/27 15:00 RBNZ Official Cash Rate (%) Jan 28 2.50 2.50 2.50
NZ 01/27 16:45 Trade Balance (NZD mn) Dec -- -131.0 -778.7
NZ 01/27 16:45 Exports (NZD bn) Dec -- 4.4 4.1
NZ 01/27 16:45 Imports (NZD bn) Dec -- 4.5 4.9
JN 01/27 18:50 Large Retailers' Sales (y/y) Dec -- 0.2 -1.6
JN 01/27 18:50 Retail Trade (y/y) Dec -- 0.2 -1.1
PH 01/27 21:00 Real GDP (y/y) 4Q 5.7 5.7 6.0
PH 01/27 21:00 Annual GDP (y/y) 2015 5.6 5.7 6.1
SI 01/27 21:30 Unemployment Rate (%) 4Q 2.0 2.1 2.0
CH JAN 27-31 Leading Index Dec -- -- 98.1
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Key Indicators for the week of January 25 – 29 

Forecasts at time of publication. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

A5 

Latin America 

Asia Pacific (continued from previous 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
SK 01/28 16:00 Business Survey- Manufacturing Feb -- -- 68.0
SK 01/28 16:00 Business Survey- Non-Manufacturing Feb -- -- 69.0
SK 01/28 18:00 Industrial Production (y/y) Dec -- -3.6 -0.3
SK 01/28 18:00 Cyclical Leading Index Change Dec -- -- -0.1
JN 01/28 18:30 Household Spending (y/y) Dec -- -2.5 -2.9
JN 01/28 18:30 Jobless Rate (%) Dec 3.3 3.3 3.3
JN 01/28 18:30 National CPI (y/y) Dec 0.2 0.2 0.3
JN 01/28 18:30 Tokyo CPI (y/y) Jan -- 0.0 0.0
JN 01/28 18:50 Industrial Production (y/y) Dec P -- -0.6 1.7
AU 01/28 19:30 Private Sector Credit (y/y) Dec -- 6.7 6.6
AU 01/28 19:30 Producer Price Index (y/y) 4Q -- -- 1.7
TA 01/28 19:30 Real GDP (y/y) 4Q -- -0.5 -0.6
JN 01/28 23:00 Vehicle Production (y/y) Dec -- -- 6.0
JN JAN 28-29 BoJ Monetary Base Target (¥ tn) Jan 29 80 -- 80.0
PH JAN 28-29 Bank Lending (y/y) Dec -- -- 13.2
TH JAN 28-29 Business Sentiment Index Dec -- -- 49.1

JN 01/29 00:00 Housing Starts (y/y) Dec -- 0.5 1.7
JN 01/29 00:00 Construction Orders (y/y) Dec -- -- 5.7
TH 01/29 02:30 Exports (y/y) Dec -- -- -6.6
TH 01/29 02:30 Imports (y/y) Dec -- -- -8.5
TH 01/29 02:30 Trade Balance (US$ mn) Dec -- -- 2086
TH 01/29 02:30 Current Account Balance (US$ mn) Dec -- -- 2997

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
BZ 01/26 07:30 Current Account (US$ mn) Dec -- -2525.0 -2931

BZ 01/28 06:00 Unemployment Rate (%) Dec 7.4 7.4 7.5

CL 01/29 07:00 Industrial Production (y/y) Dec -- -1.6 -0.2
CL 01/29 07:00 Retail Sales (y/y) Dec -- 3.3 5.5
CL 01/29 07:00 Unemployment Rate (%) Dec -- 6.0 6.1
CO 01/29 10:00 Urban Unemployment Rate (%) Dec -- 8.6 8.1
CO 01/29 Overnight Lending Rate (%) Jan 29 6.00 6.00 5.75
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Global Auctions for the week of January 25 – 29 

North America 

Europe 

Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

A6 

Country Date Time Event
US 01/25 11:30 U.S. to Sell 3-Month Bills
US 01/25 11:30 U.S. to Sell 6-Month Bills

US 01/26 11:30 U.S. to Sell 4-Week Bills
US 01/26 13:00 U.S. to Sell 2-Year Notes
MX 01/26 12:30 Mexico To Sell Bills - 28 Days
MX 01/26 12:30 Mexico To Sell Bills - 91 Days
MX 01/26 12:30 Mexico to Sell Bills-182 Days
MX 01/26 12:30 Mexico To Sell IL Bond - 10 Years

US 01/27 11:30 U.S. to Sell 2-Year Floating Rate Notes
US 01/27 13:00 U.S. to Sell 5-Year Notes

US 01/28 13:00 U.S. to Sell 7-Year Notes

Country Date Time Event
GE 01/25 05:30 Germany to Sell EUR1.5 Bln 364-Day Bills
NO 01/25 06:00 Norway Bond Auction Announcement
FR 01/25 08:50 France to Sell Bills

IT 01/26 05:00 Italy to Sell I/L Bonds
MB 01/26 05:00 Malta to Sell 91-Day 2016 Bills
MB 01/26 05:00 Malta to Sell 182-Day 2016 Bills
EC 01/26 05:10 ECB Main Refinancing Operation Result
SZ 01/26 05:15 Switzerland to Sell 91-Day Bills

IT 01/27 05:00 Italy to Sell Bills
SW 01/27 05:03 Sweden to Sell Bills
NO 01/27 05:05 Norway to Sell Bonds
EC 01/27 05:10 ECB Long-Term Refinancing Operation Result
GE 01/27 05:30 Germany to Sell EUR1 Bln 2.5% 2046 Bonds

DE 01/28 04:30 Denmark to Sell Bills
IT 01/28 05:00 Italy to Sell Bonds

SW 01/28 05:03 Sweden to Sell I/L Bonds
NO 01/28 06:00 Norway Bills Auction Announcement

UK 01/29 06:00 U.K. to Sell Bills
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Global Auctions for the week of January 25 – 29 

Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 
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Asia Pacific 

Latin America 

Country Date Time Event
AU 01/24 19:00 Australia Plans to Sell AUD800 Mln 4.5% 2020 Bonds

JN 01/26 03:00 Japan Auction for Enhanced-Liquidity
CH 01/26 21:35 China to Sell CNY20 Bln 10-Yr Bonds (1604)
CH 01/26 22:00 China To Sell CNY20 Bln 3-Yr Bonds (1603)

AU 01/27 18:30 Australia Plans to Sell AUD500 Mln 84-Day Bills
JN 01/27 22:35 Japan to Sell 3-Month Bills
JN 01/27 22:45 Japan to Sell 2-Year Bonds

AU 01/28 19:00 Australia Plans to Sell AUD900 Mln 3.25% 2025 Bonds
CH 01/28 22:00 China Plans to Sell 3-Month T-Bills

Country Date Time Event
BZ 01/28 09:00 Brazil to Sell Bills LTN - 04/01/2017
BZ 01/28 09:00 Brazil to Sell Bills LTN - 04/01/2018
BZ 01/28 09:00 Brazil to Sell Bills LTN - 01/01/2020
BZ 01/28 09:00 Brazil to Sell Fixed Rate Bonds - 01/01/2023
BZ 01/28 09:00 Brazil to Sell Fixed Rate Bonds - 01/01/2027
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Events for the week of January 25 – 29 

Europe 

Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 
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North America 

Latin America 

Asia Pacific 

Country Date Time Event
US 01/26 New Hampshire Primary

CA 01/27 12:00 OEA & CABE Host Dr. Kevin Milligan to Speak on Federal Budget
US 01/27 14:00 FOMC Rate Decision

US 01/29 15:30 Fed's Williams gives forecast speech in San Francisco

Country Date Time Event
NZ 01/25 16:00 N.Z. Government 5-Month Financial Statements

NZ 01/26 Prime Minister Key Speaks in Auckland

NZ 01/27 15:00 RBNZ Official Cash Rate

JN JAN 28-29 BOJ Annual Rise in Monetary Base

Country Date Time Event
CO 01/29 Overnight Lending Rate

Country Date Time Event
PO 01/24 Portugal Holds Presidential Elections
SW 01/25 03:30 Riksbank Governor Ingves Speaks

EC 01/25 03:00 EU Interior Ministers Hold Meeting on Migration in Amsterdam
EC 01/25 12:30 ECB's Lautenschlaeger Speaks at EU Parliament in Brussels
EC 01/25 13:00 ECB President Draghi Speaks in Frankfurt

UK 01/26 08:00 Bank of England Stability Officials Including Carney Speak

EC 01/27 06:00 ECB Board Member Mersch Speaks in Munich
EC 01/27 08:00 ECB Board Member Lautenschlaeger Speaks in Frankfurt

SP 01/28 08:00 Bank of Portugal's Costa Speaks in Madrid
EC 01/28 13:00 ECB Governing Council Member Jens Weidmann Speaks in Bonn

RU 01/29 05:30 Key Rate
SO 01/29 Slovak Republic Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by S&P
GE 01/29 Berlin Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Moody's
SP 01/29 Spain Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Fitch
EC 01/29 ESM Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Moody's

SZ JAN 20-23 World Leaders Gather in Davos for World Economic Forum

PO 01/24 Portugal Holds Presidential Elections

SP 01/28 08:00 Bank of Portugal Governor Costa Speaks in Madrid

SZ 01/29 01:30 Swiss National Bank Releases 4Q 2015 Currency Allocation
RU 01/29 Belgorod Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Moody's
GE 01/29 Berlin Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Moody's
SP 01/29 Spain Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Fitch
EC 01/29 ESM Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Moody's
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Global Central Bank Watch 

NORTH AMERICA
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
Bank of Canada – Overnight Target Rate 0.50 March 9, 2016 0.50 0.50

Federal Reserve – Federal Funds Target Rate 0.50 January 27, 2016 0.50 0.50

Banco de México – Overnight Rate 3.25 February 4, 2016 3.50 --

EUROPE
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
European Central Bank – Refinancing Rate 0.05 March 10, 2016 0.05 --

Bank of England – Bank Rate 0.50 February 4, 2016 0.50 0.50

Swiss National Bank – Libor Target Rate -0.75 March 17, 2016 -0.75 --

Central Bank of Russia – One-Week Auction Rate 11.00 January 29, 2016 11.00 11.00

Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey – 1 Wk Repo Rate 7.50 February 23, 2016 7.50 --

Sweden Riksbank – Repo Rate -0.35 February 11, 2016 -0.35 --

Norges Bank – Deposit Rate 0.75 March 17, 2016 0.75 --

 

ASIA PACIFIC
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
Reserve Bank of Australia – Cash Target Rate 2.00 February 1, 2016 2.00 2.00

Reserve Bank of New Zealand – Cash Rate 2.50 January 27, 2016 2.50 2.50

People's Bank of China – Lending Rate 4.35 TBA -- --

Reserve Bank of India – Repo Rate 6.75 February 2, 2016 6.75 --

Bank of Korea – Bank Rate 1.50 February 16, 2016 1.50 --

Bank of Thailand – Repo Rate 1.50 February 3, 2016 1.50 1.50

Bank Indonesia – Reference Interest Rate 7.25 February 18, 2016 7.25 --

LATIN AMERICA
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
Banco Central do Brasil – Selic Rate 14.25 March 2, 2016 14.50 --

Banco Central de Chile – Overnight Rate 3.50 February 11, 2016 3.50 --

Banco de la República de Colombia – Lending Rate 5.75 January 29, 2016 6.00 6.00

Banco Central de Reserva del Perú – Reference Rate 4.00 February 11, 2016 3.75 --

AFRICA
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
South African Reserve Bank – Repo Rate 6.25 January 28, 2016 6.25 6.75

Fed: We do not expect the Federal Reserve to materially alter its interest rate guidance at the policy meeting on January 27. We expect that the Fed will 
leave its options open and wait to see how first quarter economic data shapes up before committing to a course for the March meeting. BoC: We expect 
that the BoC will stick to the guidance that it issued at its January meeting and refrain from changing its policy course until it has more information regarding 
the stance of fiscal policy – and the rate of economic growth in early 2016. This supports a protracted policy hold from the BoC.        

Monetary policymakers at the Central Bank of Russia (CBR) will hold a policy meeting on Friday, January 29th. We expect the RCB to maintain its key 
one-week auction rate at 11.0% given the country’s elevated inflationary pressures and US monetary tightening. 

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand will likely take a break from monetary easing next week; the benchmark interest rate was reduced by 100 basis over the 
course of 2015, with the most recent rate cut taking place in December. Inflationary pressures remain weak in New Zealand with the consumer price index 
rising by 0.1% y/y at the end of 2015. 

We expect the Banco de la República de Colombia to raise its benchmark overnight lending rate by 25 basis points to 6.00% when monetary authorities 
meet on January 29th. Inflation continues to accelerate on the back of oil-fueled currency deprecation, coming in at 6.8% y/y in December compared to the 
central bank's target range of 2-4%. 

North America 

Europe 

Asia Pacific 

Latin America 

Africa 

Forecasts at time of publication. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 
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    North America 

Canada 2014 15Q2 15Q3 Latest United States 2014 15Q2 15Q3 Latest
  Real GDP (annual rates) 2.5 -0.3 2.3   Real GDP (annual rates) 2.4 3.9 2.0
  Current Acc. Bal. (C$B, ar) -44.9 -66.3 -64.8   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -390 -444 -496
  Merch. Trade Bal. (C$B, ar) 4.8 -25.3 -18.8 -23.8 (Nov)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -741 -757 -760 -735 (Nov)
  Industrial Production 2.5 -1.4 -0.2 -0.2 (Nov)   Industrial Production 3.7 1.6 1.3 -2.0 (Dec)
  Housing Starts (000s) 189 193 213 173 (Dec)   Housing Starts (millions) 1.00 1.16 1.16 1.15 (Dec)
  Employment 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.8 (Dec)   Employment 1.9 2.2 2.0 1.9 (Dec)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 6.9 6.8 7.0 7.1 (Dec)   Unemployment Rate (%) 6.2 5.4 5.2 5.0 (Dec)
  Retail Sales 4.6 1.9 2.1 3.2 (Nov)   Retail Sales 3.6 1.0 1.6 1.6 (Dec)
  Auto Sales (000s) 1850 1872 1955 1940 (Nov)   Auto Sales (millions) 16.4 17.1 17.8 17.2 (Dec)
  CPI 1.9 0.9 1.2 1.6 (Dec)   CPI 1.6 0.0 0.1 0.7 (Dec)
  IPPI 2.5 -1.4 -0.2 0.2 (Nov)   PPI 1.9 -3.3 -3.3 -2.7 (Dec)
  Pre-tax Corp. Profits 7.0 -15.6 -19.2   Pre-tax Corp. Profits 2.1 7.5 2.0

Mexico
  Real GDP 2.3 2.3 2.6
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -24.0 -30.2 -35.4
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -2.8 -7.4 -25.9 -18.8 (Nov)
  Industrial Production 2.6 0.6 1.3 0.1 (Nov)
  CPI 4.0 2.9 2.6 2.1 (Dec)

Euro Zone 2014 15Q2 15Q3 Latest Germany 2014 15Q2 15Q3 Latest
  Real GDP 0.9 1.3 1.3   Real GDP 1.6 1.6 1.7
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 320 293 403 384 (Nov)   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 212.1 276.7 296.6 318.7 (Nov)
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 332.5 377.0 364.9 377.1 (Nov)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 283.3 287.6 279.2 264.4 (Nov)
  Industrial Production 0.8 1.3 1.7 10.3 (Nov)   Industrial Production 1.5 1.5 1.3 -0.1 (Nov)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 11.6 11.1 10.8 10.6 (Nov)   Unemployment Rate (%) 6.7 6.4 6.4 6.3 (Dec)
  CPI 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 (Dec)   CPI 0.9 0.5 0.1 0.3 (Dec)

France United Kingdom
  Real GDP 0.2 1.1 1.1   Real GDP 2.9 2.3 2.1
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -26.2 0.6 4.9 -33.0 (Nov)   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -92.5 -70.0 -69.8
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -43.6 -35.0 -37.1 -51.8 (Nov)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -202.6 -162.8 -198.5 -194.3 (Nov)
  Industrial Production -1.1 1.0 0.8 1.1 (Nov)   Industrial Production 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.6 (Nov)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 10.3 10.4 10.5 10.1 (Nov)   Unemployment Rate (%) 6.2 5.6 5.3 5.1 (Oct)
  CPI 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.2 (Dec)   CPI 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.2 (Dec)

Italy Russia
  Real GDP -0.4 0.6 0.8   Real GDP 0.6 -4.6 -4.1
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 30.8 25.0 46.5 53.5 (Nov)   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 58.4 15.9 7.5
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 55.4 45.9 53.6 56.8 (Nov)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 15.8 14.4 9.4 9.1 (Nov)
  Industrial Production -0.5 0.7 1.8 1.2 (Nov)   Industrial Production -1.6 -4.9 -4.2 -3.5 (Nov)
  CPI 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 (Dec)   CPI 7.8 15.8 15.7 12.9 (Dec)

Europe 

All data expressed as year-over-year % change unless otherwise noted. 

Economic Statistics 

Source: Bloomberg, IHS Global, Scotiabank Economics. 
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    Asia Pacific 

Australia 2014 15Q2 15Q3 Latest Japan 2014 15Q2 15Q3 Latest
  Real GDP 2.6 1.9 2.5   Real GDP -0.1 0.7 1.7
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -44.1 -51.9 -61.5   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 25.0 124.0 160.2 112.0 (Nov)
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 12.2 -14.7 -14.4 -28.1 (Nov)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -122.1 -24.0 -32.1 -0.3 (Nov)
  Industrial Production 4.6 0.3 1.9   Industrial Production 2.1 -0.5 -0.4 -2.1 (Nov)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 6.1 6.0 6.2 5.8 (Dec)   Unemployment Rate (%) 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.3 (Nov)
  CPI 2.5 1.5 1.5   CPI 2.7 0.5 0.2 2.6 (Nov)

South Korea China
  Real GDP 3.3 2.2 2.7   Real GDP 7.3 7.0 6.9
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 84.4 111.7 116.4 112.9 (Nov)   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 219.7
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 47.2 98.5 80.8 84.0 (Dec)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 382.5 560.6 654.4 721.1 (Dec)
  Industrial Production 0.5 -1.9 -0.3 -0.3 (Nov)   Industrial Production 7.9 6.8 5.7 5.9 (Dec)
  CPI 1.3 0.5 0.7 1.3 (Dec)   CPI 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.6 (Dec)

Thailand India
  Real GDP 0.9 2.8 2.9   Real GDP 7.0 7.1 7.4
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 15.4 6.1 7.2   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -27.3 -6.1 -8.2
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 2.0 2.6 3.2 2.1 (Nov)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -11.7 -10.7 -11.9 -11.7 (Dec)
  Industrial Production -4.6 -7.7 -5.9 -3.3 (Sep)   Industrial Production 1.8 3.3 4.8 -3.2 (Nov)
  CPI 1.9 -1.1 -1.1 -0.9 (Dec)   WPI 3.8 -2.3 -4.6 -0.7 (Dec)

Indonesia
  Real GDP 5.0 4.7 4.7
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -27.5 -4.3 -4.0
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -0.2 0.7 0.9 -0.2 (Dec)
  Industrial Production 4.8 5.2 4.1 6.5 (Nov)
  CPI 6.4 7.1 7.1 3.4 (Dec)

Brazil 2014 15Q2 15Q3 Latest Chile 2014 15Q2 15Q3 Latest
  Real GDP 0.1 -3.0 -4.5   Real GDP 1.9 1.9 2.2
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -104.3 -51.3 -47.1   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -5.9 0.1 -10.4
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -4.0 31.1 32.1 74.9 (Dec)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 6.7 9.5 -2.4 -1.8 (Dec)
  Industrial Production -2.9 -6.2 -9.4 -13.9 (Nov)   Industrial Production 0.4 0.1 -2.1 0.6 (Nov)
  CPI 6.3 8.5 9.5 10.7 (Dec)   CPI 4.4 4.2 4.8 4.4 (Dec)

Peru Colombia
  Real GDP 2.4 3.0 2.9   Real GDP 4.6 3.0 3.2
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -8.0 -1.6 -2.4   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -19.6 -4.1 -5.3
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -0.1 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 (Nov)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -0.5 -0.9 -1.5 -1.7 (Nov)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 6.0 6.9 6.3 5.7 (Dec)   Industrial Production 1.5 -0.7 1.8 4.8 (Nov)
  CPI 3.2 3.3 3.8 4.4 (Dec)   CPI 2.9 4.5 4.9 6.8 (Dec)

Latin America 

Economic Statistics 

All data expressed as year-over-year % change unless otherwise noted. 

Source: Bloomberg, IHS Global, Scotiabank Economics. 
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A12 

Interest Rates (%, end of period)

Canada 15Q3 15Q4 Jan/15 Jan/22* United States 15Q3 15Q4 Jan/15 Jan/22*
BoC Overnight Rate 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50   Fed Funds Target Rate 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
  3-mo. T-bill 0.44 0.51 0.31 0.46   3-mo. T-bill -0.02 0.16 0.23 0.28
  10-yr Gov’t Bond 1.43 1.39 1.15 1.30   10-yr Gov’t Bond 2.04 2.27 2.03 2.05
  30-yr Gov’t Bond 2.20 2.15 1.98 2.08   30-yr Gov’t Bond 2.85 3.02 2.81 2.83
  Prime 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70   Prime 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.50
  FX Reserves (US$B) 78.3 78.1 (Nov)   FX Reserves (US$B) 109.2 105.6 (Nov)

Germany France
  3-mo. Interbank -0.06 -0.09 -0.10 -0.09   3-mo. T-bill -0.20 -0.45 -0.39 -0.36
  10-yr Gov’t Bond 0.59 0.63 0.54 0.48   10-yr Gov’t Bond 0.99 0.99 0.87 0.80
  FX Reserves (US$B) 59.3 58.2 (Nov)   FX Reserves (US$B) 53.1 48.8 (Nov)

Euro Zone United Kingdom
  Refinancing Rate 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05   Repo Rate 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
  Overnight Rate -0.12 -0.13 -0.24 -0.24   3-mo. T-bill 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.48
  FX Reserves (US$B) 332.3 323.8 (Nov)   10-yr Gov’t Bond 1.76 1.96 1.66 1.71

  FX Reserves (US$B) 118.9 117.4 (Nov)

Japan Australia
  Discount Rate 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30   Cash Rate 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
  3-mo. Libor 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02   10-yr Gov’t Bond 2.61 2.88 2.69 2.73
  10-yr Gov’t Bond 0.36 0.27 0.22 0.24   FX Reserves (US$B) 48.1 46.3 (Nov)
  FX Reserves (US$B) 1221.5 1206.9 (Nov)

Exchange Rates (end of period)

USDCAD 1.33 1.38 1.45 1.41   ¥/US$ 119.88 120.22 116.98 118.40
CADUSD 0.75 0.72 0.69 0.71   US¢/Australian$ 0.70 0.73 0.69 0.70
GBPUSD 1.513 1.474 1.426 1.431   Chinese Yuan/US$ 6.36 6.49 6.58 6.58
EURUSD 1.118 1.086 1.092 1.081   South Korean Won/US$ 1185 1175 1213 1200
JPYEUR 0.75 0.77 0.78 0.78   Mexican Peso/US$ 16.918 17.208 18.265 18.449
USDCHF 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.02   Brazilian Real/US$ 3.948 3.961 4.049 4.108

Equity Markets (index, end of period) 

  United States (DJIA) 16285 17425 15988 16006   U.K. (FT100) 6062 6242 5804 5900
  United States (S&P500) 1920 2044 1880 1894   Germany (Dax) 9660 10743 9545 9765
  Canada (S&P/TSX) 13307 13010 12073 12307   France (CAC40) 4455 4637 4210 4337
  Mexico (IPC) 42633 42978 40848 41604   Japan (Nikkei) 17388 19034 17147 16959
  Brazil (Bovespa) 45059 43350 38569 38143   Hong Kong (Hang Seng) 20846 21914 19521 19081
  Italy (BCI) 1179 1218 1102 1090   South Korea (Composite) 1963 1961 1879 1879

Commodity Prices (end of period)

  Pulp (US$/tonne) 960 940 940 940   Copper (US$/lb) 2.31 2.13 1.96 2.03
  Newsprint (US$/tonne) 510 505 505 505   Zinc (US$/lb) 0.75 0.73 0.67 0.69
  Lumber (US$/mfbm) 242 274 265 252   Gold (US$/oz) 1114.00 1060.00 1093.75 1096.25
  WTI Oil (US$/bbl) 45.09 37.04 29.42 31.56   Silver (US$/oz) 14.65 13.82 13.80 14.17
  Natural Gas (US$/mmbtu) 2.52 2.34 2.10 2.15   CRB (index) 193.76 176.14 159.93 162.77

* Latest observation taken at time of writing. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 
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